1 Match 1–6 with a–f.

1 den
2 colony
3 sea ice
4 molehill
5 drey
6 nest

2 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

| burrow | cubs | trees | migration | anthill | colony |

1 Some animals build nests in ______trees_________.
2 The mother polar bear and her _____________ live in the den from November to March.
3 The mole digs its _____________ with its long claws and sharp teeth.
4 The chimpanzee lives with lots of other chimpanzees in a _____________.
5 Swallows fly to a warm country in winter and go back to their nest in summer. This is called _____________.
6 Ants work hard when they build their _____________.

3 Read the sentences. Write T (true) or F (false).

1 Most penguins live near the North Pole.  
F
2 The mother emperor penguin keeps the egg warm until it hatches. ___
3 In the fields, the fox sleeps in a nest in a tree. ___
4 Squirrels have long tails and sharp claws. ___
5 Swans build a nest and the mother swan sits on her eggs for 40 days. ___
6 Wasps build nests underground. ___

4 Match 1–6 with a–f to make sentences.

1 Some animals, like seals,  
f
2 The weaver bird builds its nest   
   ___
3 Butterfly eggs hatch and   
   ___
4 Spiders make webs and  
   ___
5 Some people cut down trees and  
   ___
6 It is important that we protect habitats  
   ___

a for animals like the giant panda.

b destroy habitats.

c catch food in them.

d from grass and leaves.

e they become caterpillars.

f live by the sea.
5 Write the correct form of the verb in brackets.

1. The fox usually **hunts** (hunt) at night.
2. Foxes **dig** (dig) a den.
3. Chimpanzees **build** (build) a new nest every night.
4. The swallow always **come** (come) back to the same place each summer.
5. In each colony of wasps the queen wasp **lay** (lay) the eggs.
6. Each kind of butterfly **choose** (choose) a plant they like.

6 Order the words to complete the sentences.

1. near / the sea / they / stay
   When penguins want to lay eggs, **they stay near the sea**.
2. dig / when / they / tunnels
   Moles make molehills __________________.
3. when / trees / swing / they / from
   Chimpanzees use their long arms __________________________.
4. it / nest / repairs / the
   When the swallow comes back, ____________________.
5. work / they / hard
   When ants build their homes, ____________________.
6. as a team / they / work
   When wasps build nests, ________________________.